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A Student Composer Recital
Tuesday Nov. 15, 2016
8:00 p.m.

Subjugation                    Durgan Maxey
   Connection
   Captivation
   Jacob Arnold, Megan Beard, Tim Clifford, Caleb Evans,
   Dakota Larey, percussion, Durgan Maxey, electronics

Fight                           Bryce Owens

Overture to “Stay”                                   Joshua Bland
   Cali Alexander, flute; Maigen Anderson, oboe;
   Sandy Nieves, Phillip Sais, clar.; Maddi Campbell, bass cl.;
   Marissa Johnson, bsn.; Hayden Bradberry, Codashti McAllister, tpt.
   Luke Snyder, horn; Michael Hallock, tbn.; Vordie Mathis, tuba

A Cellist’s Legacy                                 Eric Dreggors
   Part I
   Part II
   Anna Claire Butler, Elizabeth Gschwend, Charles Hartman,
   Nick Irby, Ron Juzeler, Aya Rowe, Christian Serrano, Michael Warrick, cellos

Evening Prayer                     Allyssa Riley, piano
   Robbie Baker

Elegy                                     Brandon Wade
   Michael Warrick, cello

The Grotesques Trio                            Marissa Johnson
   Gargoyles
   Chimera
   Grotesques
   Miranda Baker, violin; Aya Rowe, cello
   Marissa Johnson, piano

Crosshair                     Joshua Bland
   A. J. Carson, sax.; Joshua Bland, piano
Nightwind Sings

L. Coley Pitchford

Nick Irby, cello

Six Reflections Through Poetry

Nick Vecchio

Memories (Walt Whitman)
The Musician’s Wife (Weldon Kees)
The Road Not Taken (Robert Frost)
Lessons (Whitman)
Stronger Lessons (Whitman)
O Me! O Life! (Whitman)

Amanda Davis, speaker; Emily Thompson, oboe;
Zach Davis, tbn.; Edrei Cerda, Jayme Amonsen, vln.;
Ron Juzeler, Aya Rowe, cello; McKay Clarke, bass;
Tim Clifford, perc.; Sandy Nieves, conductor

String Quartet #1

Jeremiah Flannery

I

II

Miranda Baker, Edrei Cerda, violins;
Erin Horner, viola; Ron Juzeler, cello

Tides

Elizabeth Greener

Morning Tide

Bore Tide

Prashant Anand, Josh Hannon,
Bryce Owen, Elizabeth Greener, horns

Shepherd's Contemplation

Robbie Baker

Natalia Karnes, harp; Aya Rowe, cello

Green Grass

arr. by Eva Martin

Restoration

Joshua Bland

I. Urbe fracta est

II. A Prayer for Jerusalem

Amanda Davis, Alisha Jones, Eva Martin, sop.; Jayme Amonsen,
Kailey Miller, alto; Jake Harris, Chase McClure, ten.;
Lance Nix, Charles Robinson, Taylor Wilson, bass;
Joshua Bland, Kristy Mezines, piano;
Tim Clifford, Scott Sewell, Chris Scherer, perc.;
Anthony Graham, conductor